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Defensive Coordinator Raheem Morris 

 

(On the difficulty of game planning without DT Aaron Donald) 

“It's pretty easy. You just go into it without the best football player of all time 

and get ready for a team. But no, it is what it is. (DT) Aaron Donald's got some 

people, he’s been training his whole crew. He's been developing a bunch of 

guys that try to mimic some of his movements and do some of the things he 

can do. So you feel good about getting those guys and then go back them up, 

and it's their chance to go prove to their big brother that they can go out there 

and play and do some of those things. You feel good about that. I know Aaron's 

going to talk to those guys, I know those guys will talk to Aaron about the 

process and what it takes. (It’s) different obviously game planning for myself 

and (Defensive Line Coach Eric) Henny (Henderson) in some of the things you 

do with him, but you do have a couple different things that you can do with 

these people, and you do what other guys can do on a football team. I pride 

myself on finding out what guys can do as opposed to trying to figure out what 

they can't, if that makes sense.” 

  



(On who he is looking forward to seeing on the field and evaluating over 

the next few weeks) 

“Obviously, you start up front first and you’ve got to talk about (DT) Jonah 

Williams and his opportunity to go in there for Aaron. You're talking about (DT 

Marquise) Copeland, not really being a young guy, he’s actually played for us 

and done some really good things up front, but what those guys have done. 

Obviously (DT) Michael Hoecht moving back to outside linebacker and doing 

some of those things. He's obviously a young guy. You'll get a chance to see 

potentially some of our really young guys like (LB) Kier Thomas depending on 

how we figure it out at outside linebacker and we get that fourth body up 

depending on how we get that done and some of those types of things. Then 

obviously in the secondary, we've been seeing those guys all year. (DB) DK 

(Derion Kendrick), (DB) Cobie (Durant) getting active, (DB) Quentin Lake, (DB) 

Russ Yeast, those four guys in particular, those rookies, being able to step up 

and have significant roles within the game plan in different parts, in different 

phases. So really those young guys are the guys that you really get a chance to 

look at, you really get a chance to evaluate, really get a chance to see those 

guys play. And at this point some of them are not evaluations, some of them 

are hey, let's establish your role and what you're going to be in this team 

moving forward.” 

  

(On if he has spoken to LB Bobby Wagner about playing the Seahawks 

and what that means to him) 

“He's pretty subtle, he’s pretty low key. I don't think he rides the emotional… 

well I shouldn't say I think, I know he doesn't ride the emotional rollercoaster. 

He is pretty even keeled. Does his intensity change? Probably a little bit. I don't 

want to call it home because LA is home for him, but it's where he grew up in 

his football life, it's where he has some great memories where he played on 

one of the greater defenses the National Football League has seen and that 

type of significance. Then being able to play these guys… I think it's less about 



what Bobby feels, it's more about what his teammates feel for him which I 

thought was pretty special with those guys and how they react and want to go 

out there and play this game in his honor, so to speak, and to really represent 

what he's about and what he's taught us and what he's been able to share with 

his teammates and do some of those things. So when we talk about those 

things I think it's what the guys feel for him in a short amount of time that he's 

been with them, which I think is really impressive.” 

  

(On if he got a sense of the team feeling for LB Bobby Wagner in the 

locker room this week) 

“It's not the locker room, it is pretty vocal. When (DB) Jalen (Ramsey) talks 

about it, when other guys co-signing on some of those things and how they feel 

about it. A lot of guys will follow suit when some of those major leaders talk, like 

a (LB Leonard) Flo(yd), like a Jalen, an (LB) Ernest (Jones) being his role mate 

and what they want to do for him and how much it means to them to go out 

there and play well, on our standard, how we want to play. Taking it back to 

(the) essence of ball type of thing. I think those guys really love that and they 

love that whole vibe.” 

  

(On if LB Bobby Wagner is even keeled because of who he is or because 

of his 10+year career) 

“That's a great question. I couldn't tell you if it's his makeup, I could tell you it's 

who he is. His demeanor in practice, his demeanor in the game, his sense of 

urgency in a meeting, a one-on-one conversation, a one off, outside the 

building, hanging out with him in lunchroom, it's kind of really similar. It's like 

truth, it’s honesty, it’s direct. He's kind of got that feeling. If you walk by him in 

the middle of the street, you don't want to mess with this guy. Like he didn't 

have to say anything, you just don't. He has that, but he also has that 

compassionate love that brings people in to let you know that, ‘Hey you can 

bring any type of problem to me. You can bring any type of thing to me. I'm 



going to have some form of solution and you can deal with it that way.’ That's 

just who he is. It's just kind of what his makeup is and who he is as a person.” 

  

(On how he evaluates what DB Jalen Ramsey has done this season) 

“It's a rollercoaster ride for him, right? Start off the season you have a bad 

game versus Buffalo and for that position it's a rollercoaster just in general. I 

laugh because we said Jalen had a bad game last week, he really had a bad 

play but that's just that position. You have one bad play at that position, you get 

crucified and criticized and that's just what it is. I make the analogy ‘gun fighters 

get shot’ and you do, especially at that position. I told a couple people you only 

get that kind of feel for two positions in football. It's only two. It's a tackle and a 

corner because you can make one bad play and that's all people remember. An 

inside linebacker you can miss a tackle, no big deal. You miss a coverage, no 

big deal. At quarterback you throw a pick, no big deal. You come back and 

throw five touchdowns you had had a great game. At corner, you can have a 

great game and have one bad play and that'd be the defining moments of what 

you are and who you are. If you allow people to dictate your terms on what you 

do and how you play, that's your fault. The mental toughness that comes along 

with this game that's accompanied in what we do, it's just different than 

anybody else and that's why I'm so close with corners, that's why I'm so close 

with tackles on the offensive line, that's why I may talk to those guys because 

there's only a few people in life that know what that feels like and know what 

those moments are unless you play individualized sports. You’ve got to go talk 

to (golfer) Tiger Woods about it, maybe (tennis player) Serena Williams, but it's 

only situations on team sports where that individual gets that kind of attention 

on every single rep, every single play of their professional career no matter how 

great you are.” 

  

(On the differences in the Seahawks offense with QB Geno Smith as 

opposed to QB Russell Wilson) 



“I think you’ve got to start here first, I think (Seahawks Offensive Coordinator) 

Shane (Waldron) has done an outstanding job and I’ve got to get (Seahawks 

Head Coach) Pete Carroll credit for having the confidence in what Geno's been 

able to do and then I’ve got to go to Geno and what he's developed into 

throughout his career. To get a chance to see him as a young player at the 

Jets, obviously it didn't work out whatever that case was, I don't really know 

yada-yada-yada. He moved on to a different team and he has absolutely taken 

the right approach apparently of being a backup in the league for the last, what 

is it, 11 years 12 years? He has shown and proven that he is ready to go. This 

is his opportunity. I immediately thought about (former NFL quarterback) Rich 

Gannon, popped in my head when we played him in the Super Bowl a couple 

years ago, well not a couple now, a long time ago in Tampa, but how he kind of 

revived his career with the Oakland Raiders. I see Geno doing those things. His 

completion percentage in the National Football League, his confidence, some 

of the throws he's making. He's not being a game manager, he's making plays 

and he's doing a really good job. If I didn't have to play him this week, I'd be 

cheering for him. (It’s) one of those type of things because you like love his 

comment after the first game when they  ‘wrote him off and he didn’t write them 

back,’ that is classic, right? And that is the mentality, kind of like I was just 

talking about earlier, you’ve got to have at corner that he applied to playing 

quarterback and it's awesome. It's good to see. Now, I don't want to see it this 

week. I hope he plays terrible, but I’ve got to give absolute credit to the 

organization with (Seahawks General Manager John) Schneider, the 

organization with (Head Coach) Pete Carroll, the belief that those scouts had in 

him. They were really calm when it was real rocky in the offseason for those 

guys and what they talked about and us having people in the building and we 

all thought, ‘You guys are crazy,’ let's be honest. He's done a great job of going 

out there and doing a really good job for those guys, putting them in the 

position we want to be in. Let's just be honest with that too. I can't say enough 

positive things about what he's done. And as far as the offense, he's executing 



it at a high level and it looks great. That credit goes to Shane as well.” 

  

(On if he has seen DB Jalen Ramsey be harder on himself this season 

than last season) 

“No, you can't say with years with him. He's play-to-play, day-to-day, practice-

to-practice. He rides the emotional rollercoaster a little bit. He's gotten better 

throughout his career since I've been with him. I’m trying to show him how not 

to ride that rollercoaster. You can't get too high, you can't get too low, you’ve 

got to stay even keeled because every play is his own entity, its own exception, 

its own day, its different thing, its different reel and you’ve got to play that way. I 

mean you're talking about one of the most confident people I've been around 

and he plays with extreme confidence and that position entitles that. The 

confidence thing from a receiver is just as high as it is being a corner. Those 

are the comparisons you make with those positions. Coaching receivers, that 

was a confident position and when those guys were confident and they talked 

about getting the ball, that's what they did. They blocked harder, they played 

harder, they ran faster. I had coached (free agent WR) Mohamed Sanu who 

was clearly a 4.7s (40-yard dash) and you can tell him, but he ran 4.4s when he 

had the ball in his hands. That's the kind of thing confidence does for that 

position. And like with Jalen, if he makes a play particularly early, the 

confidence jumps out the roof and it becomes a really good game, a 

memorable game. What I was proud about him in this game, he missed the 

play early versus (Chiefs TE Travis) Kelce and the fight that he had and the 

resolve that he had to make that play at the end of the game at the goal line 

and some of the fight that those guys were able to take into that Kansas City 

Chiefs game. You can get caught up in results with some of these guys, and 

some of it's the process and I love his process.” 

  

(On how he would describe DT Michael Hoecht) 

“Hoecht is absolute energy. He's not the guy you want to stand in front of in a 



walkthrough because he only has one tempo. He only has one speed and I 

don't care if it was you standing there playing tackle for him giving him a look, if 

it was me or it was a real professional football player, he's going to treat us the 

same and rag doll us and be absolutely as violent as he possibly can be in the 

nicest possible manner because he's such a nice guy. He's not fun to teach 

something because you don't like him touching you. He is absolute one speed, 

full go, all the time, all motor, all gas, nothing else. That's what makes him a 

special player.” 

 

 

Offensive Coordinator Liam Coen 

 

(On his thoughts on QB Bryce Perkins’ performance on Sunday) 

“Yeah, I think for some of the things he could control himself, he did some really 

nice things. If you really look at that first drive, we had that off-schedule play on 

our sideline where he makes a great throw to (WR) Van (Jefferson) and we end 

up not being able to get both feet down in that situation that really would've put 

us in plus territory to continue to move. I think we would've been at least in field 

goal range with that completion. So that kind of starts you off in a little bit of a 

tough foot because he put us in a position to be successful. It didn't work out. 

But he also in fourth down, got to have situations when he hits (WR) Tutu 

(Atwell) verse zero blitz where he spins out of it and did some really nice things 

to give us an opportunity for that drive to continue to move down the field. Then 

in the fourth down, got to have it in the red area (he) hits Van for the touchdown 

to really it would've cut it to 20 to 10 at that point. For all of us, I think he would 

say that he would like some plays back. We would like some as well. We have 

to help him in those situations as much as possible. But I think he would also 

stand up here and say that he has to do his part in some instances just like we 

do. We're all in this thing together. That's a really difficult situation for a first-

time starter to ever be in. He can learn from this.” 



  

(On how he balances veteran QB John Wolford and the development of 

Bryce Perkins rotating at the quarterback position) 

“It's kind of like I've stood up here before and said, trying to maximize what they 

both do well and put those guys in those positions, whether it be rotating them, 

whether who's going to start, who's going to play. We're still working through 

those kinks right now, but I do think that John's had a good amount of 

experience. He's won football games, played against Arizona. Probably similar 

to Bryce in some ways in the Arizona game, would like some plays back. We 

would like to have some plays back. When we need to do a little bit better, we 

have to do a little bit more around these guys. When you're not playing with 

your starting quarterback, regardless of experience, we need to have guys step 

up and play really well around them. We have to do as best as we can as 

coaches to put them in the best position possible to be successful.” 

  

(On what’s the greatest challenge when missing their starting quarterback 

and starting wide receivers) 

“The greatest challenge is true known entities that are in there that are 

household names that you know are consistent are going to be able to play and 

compete at a high-level snap in and snap out. We have confidence and trust in 

the guys that are playing right now, specifically at the skill positions and the 

offensive line around the quarterback, but it just needs to be more consistent. 

It's hard to get consistency when you don't have experience. So that's 

something we're working through right now, trying to get these guys as many 

live game reps as possible within the work week of practice. Then when the 

whistle blows on Sunday, guys got to go play and can't look back and say, ‘Well 

what could I have done better?’ You just got to go play. You're going to make 

mistakes. Everybody's going to make mistakes. It's not a perfect game for a 

reason. But we have to play better around him and we have to continue to 

coach better around the quarterbacks as well.” 



  

(On if there’s a certain area of Bryce’s game where he’s seen 

improvement from preseason to now) 

“I think he played the position. Obviously, we saw him run around in the 

preseason a little bit using his legs. I thought he did a really nice job the other 

day of extending plays and throwing accurately on the move. Something that 

we didn't see… when he broke contain in the preseason, he was more so 

taking off and creating. He had some unbelievable plays where he had ended 

up making a bunch of guys miss and doing some different things that way. I 

thought when he broke contain and got out of the pocket, he kept us on 

schedule. He gave us a chance to compete down the field, which is a threat 

against the defense. So I thought that was a big step for him. Some of those 

throws that he made on the move are really impressive and it gave us a chance 

to continue to move the chains and hopefully put us in better situations. But I 

would say that would be an improvement or something that we didn't maybe 

quite see as much in the preseason as we did this past week.” 

  

(On what he has seen from WR Tutu Atwell the last couple of weeks) 

“He's been really engaged. Tutu's a guy that has been able to play a little bit of 

Z, a little bit of X. We can personnel him in some different packages. He has 

handled his role really well and he stepped up last week and made some plays 

the last few weeks as you mentioned. As we continue to become more and 

more limited in numbers at the receiver position that's just more opportunity 

though. It's more opportunity. Earlier on in the year, it was more of a hey, 

specific to your role now we're just kind of letting these guys go play. Let these 

guys rotate, go play. There's going to be situations that they're put in at times 

that might not be always advantageous for them, both physically and mentally. 

But to let them go play is probably the biggest thing for us over the next few 

weeks now after losing (WR) Allen (Robinson), we're still getting tight as well 

with the receiver position. So, hey, (let) these guys go play, play the best of 



your ability, and hopefully the situations that we are putting them in is best for 

their skill set.” 

  

(On RB Kyren Williams’ performance during the game and how hard it is 

to evaluate running backs with the continuous change on the offensive 

line) 

“It's not easy. I thought Kyren did a nice job. There's some things that he would 

like to have back as well. Just like anything, either a missed run or a pass 

protection or things like that that he's continuing to grow with as a young player 

in this league. He's so conscientious, he's so driven to do it right. You got to 

believe his best football is going to be ahead of him. He's being coached hard 

and he's really hard on himself. So maybe being able to let himself move on as 

well throughout the game. Something might not go his way. Maybe (he) missed 

a cut or we didn't block something up properly. Hey, stay the course, continue 

to stay patient, these things are going to come for him. We're excited about his 

development moving forward. Yeah, it is difficult to get into a rhythm when 

again, we had another starting lineup up front and that's not easy, especially 

against a pretty solid front against (the) Kansas City Chiefs with some really 

good players. So that's been difficult to build throughout the season is 

continuity in the run game because of some of those moving parts but I do think 

we're on the right track.” 

 

(On if he feels a defense hesitates on defending Bryce since he is mixing 

up the run and pass game) 

“Yeah, you're threatened in a different way as a defense. It makes you kind of 

be a little bit more disciplined in your rush lanes, but also in your coverage once 

you do break contain as a quarterback. A lot of guys can be a little bit more 

undisciplined and impatient in their coverage structures when this quarterback 

is really going like one, to two, to run. Sometimes it's a little bit easier to defend 

at times, whereas a guy that can truly break contain, get out of the pocket, but 



also keep his eyes up down the field and is a threat to do both, that's where you 

see some of the challenges from a defensive standpoint start to come up and 

show up for us, which was nice. It helped us move the chains. I think something 

that defenses will have to look at when they are watching our film and watching 

if Bryce is the guy playing that they need to make sure that they maintain their 

rush lanes in their coverage discipline.” 

 

(On how he would describe the quarterback room this week) 

“These guys are so supportive of each other. You're talking about guys that 

truly care to see each other do well. This isn't high school football where it's 

like, oh, this guy's not playing, he's playing. There's none of that. It's such a 

great room. They want to see each other succeed because they want to see 

our team succeed. Whoever gives us the best chance, those guys will know. 

I'm sure either one won't be too thrilled at the end of the day, but they do know 

that the decision (that) will be made will be in the best interest of our team and 

for our offense. They'll be supportive either way. So it's been great. It's really 

been a good relationship within the room. Hopefully we can continue to get 

better and get these guys more reps. It's more about these game reps and 

these practice reps, trying to get it as live as possible but also balancing (that) 

we’re getting later in the year. Guys are starting to get a little bit worn down. 

How many true practice live reps can you get, which is something that they 

really need.” 

  

(On how the challenges of this season have been for him personally and 

how he builds from this) 

“(It’s) difficult, very difficult, challenging. (I’ve) never probably been a part of 

something quite like this from the injury standpoint, from the expectations, from 

the things that you come in anticipating. Those are all disappointing, but 

throughout…a huge reason why I wanted to come back here, and I mentioned 

this probably when I did come back, was to learn, and to grow, and to not to 



 

just be easy and go win a Super Bowl. That's not why you come. So being 

around it, being in it, trying to find solutions, that's our job. That's why you start 

to coach is to be solution oriented. How can we help put these guys in the best 

position to be successful, to give our guys a chance to win? That's all that 

matters week in and week out. Is it a challenge? Is it difficult? Yes. Is it 

exhausting? Absolutely. But it's why you coach. It's why you get into the 

profession is to try to help these guys play at their highest potential and give us 

a chance to win. So yeah, frustrating, a lot of different things, emotions. But at 

the end of the day, you don't just get into coaching truly to go have success. 

You get into coaching to coach and that comes with good and bad. That's wins 

and losses. That's positives and negatives. So ultimately (I’m) still learning, 

which is great.” 

 

 

  

--RAMS-- 

  

 


